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dictionary

   clue.
  thread.

Clue
a fact that helps to solve a

mystery or problem.
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    Observe



motor nerve
weakNuxvomica 200


       

    
      



    
knowl-

edge, intellect, cognition, feeling.

       
consciousness.
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    Balance








      
 




      


callous 
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   Heaven

helps those, who help themselves 
      
   



     


       



    





 

    
  



  
balance-imparting agent

       sincerely
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 ectoplasmic body,    
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Compatibility Theory


Compatibility theory

      
        
   

  a flowering emotional em-

bodiment.emotion
matching    
emotion     
compatible matchingcom-

patible matching
    
temperamental

matching    



     

 


     




sex

conduct, organic development and appear-

ance
healthy normal sex pro-

pensity die out   lifeless artificial,

debilited sex lifevigorous life
nation fall
    genetic

matchinghigher

cultural heredity
lower cultural heredity
natural laws





genetic

compatibility   

  




Sympathetic Psychological Tack-

ling
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obcessedugly passionpreju-

dice    sympa-

thetic kind consideration
    

study
power of observation and

discrimination     

 
 

passioncompas-

sionate       
 
passioncom-

passionate  out of love for Ideal

passion
obsessed
  

 
   



sympathetic co-opera-

tive movement of lifeSympathetic

co-operation

      
      
  sym-

pathetic and compassionate co-operative

movementpsychological tackling ca-

pacity

bad

qualities deal
psychological tack-

ling   capacity


Biological Enhancement


       
    
com-

plete achievementcomplete

achievement complete

achievement
biological en-

hancement   
acquisitional advancement

  Acquisitional

advancement   
personal cultural acquisition    
hereditical cultural acquisition

complete achievement, Biological en-

hancementcomplete achievement



bio-

logical enhancement tem-

peramental matching

acquisitional advancement
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acquisitional ad-

vancement   hereditical

cultural acquisitionper-

sonal cultural acquisition and advancement

hereditical acqui-

sition   support   
hereditical acquisition
long series of personal ac-

quisitionfundamental wealth
   
genetic enrichment
physical physiological matching.

personal environ-

mental acquisition, hereditical genetic ac-

quisition, psychological, physicalpsy-

chological matching
biological matching




acquisitional advancement
    biological en-

hancement   


Fulfiller the Best

multi-

plicity of the Divine Personality



     



    
      
   the unity of

Divine Personality











     

fulfiller the Best
      

 

   
     
    

Superior Beloved and fulfiller the

best.
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     the

best fulfiller    


 Divine and discrete

 absolute
relative
divine
discreteDivine
absolute discrete  
relative


absoluterelative

abso-

lute truthrelative truthtotal unit



divine     
     
prime law
prime law


prime law
prime law
absolute truth


relative truthdiscrete
discreteprime

law
     
discrete
discrete


discrete    
divine  
prime law
     
divine
 discrete  


 Divine economy

Divine economy


   











divine actiondivine action
 reaction   
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    pauper 
pauper


Divine economy   
pauperism

Divine economy    

pauper

 

  
positive

  

  


      



   

balance


pauperism

True Spirit
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Soulbasis of exist-

encespiritas it sprouts
wave of existence of which it breathes
prime factor
 
 
     
soulspiritSoul
spiritspirit
soul
      
   

 prime factor
 spiritual forcess    
soul

 strong spiritual radio-active force

    
  

    

    
  
    
Soul is the spirit current/

soul is self 

     
spirit current   


     
     
  
 
True-spirit

Environmental Pollution
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Hereditical cultural acquisition 
environmental personal

acquisition

  


 
 
 
    



  
    





  






 hereditical support 
biological truth

    
   
hereditical cultural quality and char-

acteristicssupport







      
hereditical cultural revolution
 



adjust
adjustment
impulse
  intensity  condensity

 f lexibility   
expansibility
receiptive capacity and

instinct
Environment
receive
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A teacher / with all his

characteristics / Act as the crystal nucleus
in the concentric adherence / of the stu-
dents / Moulds their character / exalts their
talents / and induces urge / according to
the instinctive / characteristics of the pu-

pil.
Absolute Devotee


    

     


    







    





      
active

passive
    
active





    
     



    
     
   
     

   




  


absolute female
absolute female has no ego

 active persuit passive

surrender   
    
 
The abso-

lute devotee has no ego
absolute female  absolute devotee
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MuskPicric

Acid ruins the
 

          
   



     


Picric Acid


 

Pi-

cric Acid     
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Jesus Jesus
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  Chloroform, Chloro-

form

      chloroform  
      

  
   
   
   
   



 Chloroform  


       
     
    


     


  
  
  
  
  
   



vast plan

     
      
     
     
  

  

  
  
  
   

 

 
 
 Emotion
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covering 
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Three score years and ten.
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 absolute

truth




  



  


     
        







      

 


   

    


magnifying glass
glass



Streaming attachment to good and

great is devotion and devotion is the only

source of knowledge.
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real  meditation 
Meditative mood
   


     
     
 
      
     
     


     


Sonship  idea 
vanitysonship
discipleship






  

      
     

    
     





    
  





The female who being herself/

charmed and cheerful/elevates her

husband/with an exuberance of good

dealings/service, love and admiration,/and

thus bears him,/is sure to have a child/of

health, life and knowledge.
Environmentreceive


A teacher/with all his characteristics/

acts as the crystal nucleus in the concentric

adherence/of the students/molds their

character/exalts their talents,/and induces

urge/according to the instinctive

characteristics of the pupil.
Man is born but not made.



 





 instinct
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Soulbasis of existencesprit

 as it sprouts   wave of

existence on which is breathes
      

    
Soul is the spirit current,

soul is self no doubt.
Convinced   

conviction
conviction

  
adjustedenlighterend







   
 
  


 

       
      
Primal energy
tendency

to unification    



balance

  
    respond  

    



     

     

 


Let thy God be absolute/but ignore

not/the material embodiment/with whom

He evolves to thee;/otherwise it is vanity/in

the extreme.(The Message)

   
   
      




fulfilment
deal
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aspect

upset     

emphesis 
     


progressive go
acceleratemission

     
      


     


pauper   
 unfulfilling in man of respect.





The absolute female has no ego, the

absolute devotee has no ego.   


   unicentric

psyco-physical elatement

resistence power





      
      
  
   entity   
  



  
   


        tuning



         
   




identityconsciousness


full stop 

A wise, active, unhoarding man

is ever rich
brainrich

    
Custom is that they

should  be  empty     
Lord Gouranga
even for the next day


  deviation 
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Procure immediately

what you need, never store, not even a

penny
but

for-sit is opposite, they are to be ever

ready for themselves and others. This is

the low for householders. The law for the

Sannasi is to go empty.








 
     
    
         
 
  
     
      



  Godism, goodism,

existenceism.

“God is one, Dharma is one, Prophets

are the same, Servers of the one. Conflict

and animosity with anyone of the proclaims

the presence of oppositethe Satan.
If any ism can solve and explain/every

ism intact,/with all its meaningful

adjustment/for becoming/that is the

perfectism/it is solemn.


      

      

Passioncheck 
     above
superior
      

adjusted
   
disintigrationIndividuality
 Passionate crave 
ambition







   
obsessed
power of observation and discrimination
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normal man
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 Panacea
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My life

is my materialised maxim.
    




     
 



    

    
      
 

     





     




      

Gorgeously SimpleWisely foolishAb-

normally normal
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existence   

existence 
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     existence




    
     


     

      
     
beingbecom-

ing      




environment
environment

environment

    environ-

ment    
     
 
     

environment
environment
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